CHAPTER 13
Ephemerides

1 HE variations that occur in the coordinates of celestial bodies because of
precession and nutation represent changes in the aspects of the celestial
sphere which are easily observable in many phenomena, especially over
extended intervals of time. The reductions that are applied either in the
calculation of ephemerides or to the coordinates obtained from observation
must include, according to the immediate purpose, corrections for precession
and nutation to reduce the coordinates to the required reference system,
in addition to the necessary corrections for aberration, parallax, and other
circumstances of observation.
In observational astronomy, the fundamental reference system for representing positions on the rotating celestial sphere independently of its local
aspect is the system of equatorial coordinates. Observations must be
referred to this system through the intermediary of the local reference
system; in general, therefore, the equatorial coordinates that are obtained
from observation are referred to the instantaneous places of the equator and
equinox among the stars at the time of observation, because at every instant
the local aspects of the celestial sphere at a given geographic location, and the
geometric relations of the equatorial coordinate system on the sphere to
the local horizon system, are determined by the instantaneous direction of
the axis of rotation of the Earth in space and its instantaneous position
within the Earth.
The variations in the position of the axis within the Earth, due to displacements of the Earth relative to its axis, leave the celestial pole and equator
fixed among the stars, but displace the horizon among the stars and consequently relative to the pole and equator. These displacements are very
slight and are not cumulative; their effects on the local reference system and
the aspects of the sphere are described in Chapter 9.
Lunisolar precession and nutation alter the direction of the axis in space,
without any change in its position within the Earth; the pole and equator
are displaced among the stars, but since the Earth as a whole moves with the
axis, the horizon is displaced among the stars in common with the pole and is
left fixed relative to the pole and equator. The local reference system and its
geometric relations to the equatorial system are unaffected. However, as the
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celestial pole moves among the stars, the successive diurnal revolutions of a
star take place in different small circles on the sphere. Since the position
of the pole relative to the horizon remains unchanged, these successive
diurnal circles are in different positions relative to both the visible horizon
and the astronomical horizon at any particular geographic location.
The Variations in the Aspects of the Celestial Sphere
from Precession and Nutation
The displacements of the reference circles due to the nutation of the axis
are relatively small and nonprogressive; but the changes caused by the
precession of the axis, although very slow, are cumulative over long periods
of time. The consequent variations in the diurnal circles of the celestial
bodies, and in their relations to the horizon and the meridian, cause appreciable variations and irregularities in the diurnal motions from day to day,
and produce large progressive changes in the aspects of the constellations
after long intervals of time.
Interdiurnal Variations of Meridian Transits

Because of the variations in the diurnal circles due to the continually
changing position in space of the axis about which the plane of the meridian
rotates, the intervals between successive meridian transits of the same star
vary irregularly. These variations are different for different stars, and are
different from the variations in the transit of the vernal equinox; they
reflect the changes which take place in the right ascension and declination
of a star during the intervals from transit to transit, due to the motions of the
celestial pole and the equinox among the stars. The displacements of the
hour circles and the parallels of declination by the motion of the pole produce
a displacement of the equinox which changes the right ascensions of all
stars equally by the amount of this displacement, and in addition introduces a
further variation of right ascension which is peculiar to each star. In the
successive diurnal circles, the right ascension of a star at the instant of
meridian transit is always equal to the hour angle of the vernal equinox;
upper culmination occurs later in mean time each day by the amount of the
mean time equivalent of the increase Δα in apparent right ascension, and
earlier by the amount of the mean time equivalent of the acceleration of the
transit of the equinox, ΔΘ.
Daily increase in mean time of transit
= Δα — Δ0 + reduction to mean time equivalent
= decrease in hour angle per mean solar day.
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Annual Variations of Meridian Transits

On the same date in successive years, the mean time of culmination of the
same star is different, both because of the variation Δα of the right ascension,
and because of the difference Δ0 between the sidereal day and the mean
solar day. On any particular date, at the mean time at which α — 0 vanished
in the preceding year, a — Θ 5* 0, and upper culmination does not occur
until a time Δί later, where Δί is the mean time equivalent of Δα — ΔΘ.
On any particular date, at the mean time at which upper culmination
occurred in the preceding year on that date, the interval which has elapsed
since this preceding culmination, when no intercalary day has intervened, is
365 mean solar days
= 366 mean sidereal days — 57s.292 of mean sidereal time
= 366 mean sidereal days — 57s. 13 of mean solar time,
in which 57s. 13 is the mean time equivalent of Δ0, neglecting the small
variation from year to year in the value of the nutation in right ascension.
In a leap year, until and including February 28, this same relation applies;
and it applies to the culminations on February 29 of the leap year and
March 1 of the preceding year. On and after March 1 of the leap year, the
interval elapsed since upper culmination on the same date in the preceding
year is
366 mean solar days
= 367 mean sidereal days + 2m59s.263 of mean sidereal time
= 367 mean sidereal days + 2m58s.77 of mean solar time.
Meanwhile, a has increased by the amount of the precession, nutation,
aberration, and proper motion, in right ascension, during the year ; aberration
is very nearly the same on the same date in successive years, and nutation is
approximately periodic with a period of about 18 years.
Therefore, neglecting the difference in the value of the aberration on the
same date in different years, and neglecting the 18-year variation of Δα
and Δ0 from nutation, the amount by which the mean time of upper culmination on the same date increases in each successive year is
_ Î + 57M3, when no intercalary day intervenes, or
I — 178s.77, when an intercalary day intervenes
+ Δ α from precession and proper motion, reduced
to its mean time equivalent.
The variation Δα differs from star to star, and often changes the order in
which stars with nearly the same right ascension transit the meridian. The
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interval between the transits of two different stars may change greatly within a
comparatively short time. A method which has sometimes been used by
surveyors to locate the meridian is by observing the time at which Polaris is
vertically above or below Mizar or Delta Cassiopeiae, and computing the
interval from this instant to the time of meridian transit of Polaris. For this
purpose, these intervals were tabulated in the American Ephemeris and
Nautical Almanac from 1912 to 1959; during this period, they increased in
length from 7 or 8 minutes to more than half an hour.
Precessional Variations of the Aspects of the Celestial Sphere in the Horizon System

The cumulative nature of the precessional variations causes their effects
to become appreciable within relatively short intervals of time. The general
character of the effects on the aspect of the sphere relative to the horizon is
easily visualized, although the exact calculation of some of them is rather
complex. Physically, the pole of the equator moves westward (clockwise
from above the north pole) in a circle around the pole of the ecliptic, displacing all the reference circles of the equator system among the stars;
but for determining the change in the appearance of the constellations,
precession may be represented, as it was by the astronomers of ancient times,
by an eastward rotation of the sphere of the fixed stars around the poles of the
ecliptic, leaving all the circles of the sphere fixed, and in particular leaving
the circles of the equator system unchanged relative to the geographic
circles on the surface of the Earth.*
The effects upon the altitude and azimuth of a star at a particular time are
sufficiently great after a comparatively few years to be appreciable on some
occasions in a navigational fix that is determined with tables of altitudes
and azimuths of specific stars calculated from the right ascensions and
declinations for a fixed epoch. For example, a correction table for this
effect is included in Pub. No. 249 of the U.S. Navy Hydrographie Office,
Vol. I. This volume gives the altitudes and azimuths of selected stars, with
arguments local hour angle of the equinox and geographic latitude. The fix
is determined by observing the actual altitude of a star, but reducing the
sight with the tables computed from the coordinates of the star referred to
the equator and equinox at a fixed epoch instead of at the instant of observation. The latitude and longitude of the fix are therefore the declination and
Greenwich hour angle of the zenith at the point of observation, referred to
the equator and equinox of the epoch, just as though a star at the zenith
had been observed. During the time since the epoch, the equator and the
equinox have moved on the celestial sphere, leaving the stars in the same
* See, e.g., M. R. Cohen and I. E. Drabkin, "Source Book in Greek Science," pp. 115-117.
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1959.
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positions on the sphere. Consequently,
the tabular coordinates of the point on
the celestial sphere that is observed to be
in the zenith are not the values at the
instant of observation; and at thç fix
which the tabular coordinates determine, this observed point of the sphere
is not actually in the zenith. To bring
it into the zenith, where it is observed
to be, the fix must be moved equally
with the displacement of the coordinate
system but in the opposite direction ; or,
equivalently, it must be moved by
amounts equal to, and in the same sense
as, the changes in the coordinates of
the zenith point on the sphere.
At celestial latitude ß, neglecting the
secular motion of the ecliptic, the
corrective displacement is Δ τ cos β
along a parallel of celestial latitude
(Fig. 55), where Δ τ is the accumulated
amount of precession and nutation since
the epoch t0; the fix must be moved
eastward after the epoch, westward
before the epoch, parallel to the ecliptic.
From Eq. (9), since at the zenith the
declination is equal to the latitude φ9 the
amount of the displacement is determined by
sin β = sin φ cos e — cos φ sin a sin e,
cos β Δ τ = {0'.8378(ί - t0) + Δ} cos β,
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FIG. 55. Correction to a navigational fix for precession and nutation.
The direction in which the fix is to be
moved is 90° — η, measured clockwise
from north.

in which Δ denotes the excess of the nutation at date over the value at the
epoch; and by Eqs. (11), the direction of the displacement is determined by
cot η = cos φ sec a cot e + sin φ tan a.
Since the zenith lies on the meridian, where a is equal to the local hour
angle of the vernal equinox or local sidereal time, a correction table
with arguments <p and LHAT may be computed directly from these
equations.
Alternatively, in terms of the Besselian reduction (159), the fix is moved a
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distance s in bearing S determined by
s cos S = Δ<ρ
= Αα' + Bb\
s sin S sec φ =

à^LHÂT)

= Aa + Bb.
Over a long interval of time, the cumulative effect of precession on the
seasonal aspects of the constellations profoundly alters the appearance of
the night sky. In the very convenient terminology of the ancient poetical
risings and settings, which has now largely dropped out of use, the annual
period of visibility of a star extends from heliacal rising, when it first becomes
visible above the eastern horizon in the morning dawn, to heliacal setting,
when it is last seen in the evening twilight, low in the western sky. From one
year to the next, the times of the annual heliacal rising and setting of any
particular star differ only inappreciably; but after a lapse of centuries, the
dates may become very different because of the effects of precession, although
the rate of change in the time does not remain the same for the same star,
and differs greatly from one star to another, so that no general rule can be
stated.
Because of precession, the sidereal year is 0d.01416 longer than the tropical
year or average Gregorian calendar year; consequently, the Sun completes
a tropical circuit, and on the average a new calendar year begins, before the
same point among the stars is reached. The ecliptic remains nearly fixed
among the stars; and the Sun therefore reaches any particular point among
the stars about 6 days later in the Julian calendar every 1000 years, or about
14 days later in the Gregorian calendar.
Meanwhile, precession has been equivalent to an eastward rotation of the
celestial sphere around the pole of the ecliptic, through an angle equal to the
total amount of the general precession. This precessional rotation displaces
the Sun eastward along the ecliptic through the same angular distance;
and displaces a star along an arc of a small circle parallel to the ecliptic, into
a different position relative to the celestial pole, where it describes a different
diurnal circle.
The change in the date of heliacal rising or setting at a given geographic
locality depends upon the combined effect of the change in the diurnal circle
of the star, and the change in the date at which the Sun reaches the necessary
point among the stars for the star to rise before dawn or to sink below the
western horizon before twilight. The theoretical calculation of the date and of
its secular change requires a complex trigonometric computation; because
of the great importance of this problem in historical investigations, a number
of tables have been constructed to facilitate the calculations. However, in
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order that a star of given brightness may become visible after rising in the
dawn, or before setting in the twilight, the Sun must be far enough below the
horizon for the sky to be sufficiently dark. The minimum depression which
the Sun may have at the rising or setting of the star, known as the arcus
visionis, depends upon local atmospheric conditions, and must be empirically
determined for each individual locality; the dependence of the actual dates
of first and last visibility upon this nonastronomical factor puts a limitation
on the reliability of calculated dates.

The Reductions for Precession and Nutation in the
Calculation and Observation of Apparent Positions
Precise ephemerides of the principal bodies in the solar system ordinarily
tabulate the apparent geocentric equatorial coordinates, because they are
intended primarily for exact comparison of theory with meridian circle
observations, and these coordinates are the ones directly obtained by the
usual methods of making and reducing meridian observations. For celestial
objects that are observed by other methods or for other purposes, ephemerides of different forms may be more advantageous. Some diversity of
terminology for the various forms of ephemerides is often encountered in the
literature.
Properly speaking, the apparent position is the point on the celestial sphere
at which an object would be seen from the center of the moving Earth; it is
independent of the particular reference system to which it is referred in order
to represent it by its coordinates, and strictly speaking it could be referred
to any coordinate system. However, an actually observed position when
corrected for refraction, parallax, and diurnal aberration gives an apparent
position that is in general referred to the instantaneous equinox and equator
at the time of the observation; and in actual usage the term apparent position
is ordinarily applied only to the representation by the coordinates referred
to the true equinox and equator of date.
The apparent position is displaced from the geometric direction from the
center of the Earth by the amount of the aberration due to the motions of the
center of the Earth and of the observed body ; removing the effect of aberration from the apparent position gives the actual geometric position of the
geocentric place. This geometric projection from the center of the Earth is
usually conventionally referred to the fixed mean equinox of an adopted
epoch, and is then known as the mean place. However, if occasion arises,
it may be referred to any other coordinate system. To obtain a mean place
from an apparent place in the usual conventional sense of these terms, a
reduction for the nutation at date is required in order to refer the position to
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the mean equinox and equator of the same instant, and then a further reduction for precession if it is desired to refer the position to the mean equinox
and equator of some other epoch.
In calculating an ephemeris, the apparent motion of a body on the celestial
sphere may, in principle, be determined either from a gravitational theory
of the actual motions of the body and the Barth in space, or from an empirical
representation of the motion constructed on the basis of direct observations
extending over a long period of time. For the stars, this latter method is the
only feasible procedure; and historically, this method was also a necessary
preliminary for the bodies in the solar system, and is still essential for the
purpose of determining the numerical values of the constants that occur in
the gravitational theories.
For the calculation of ephemerides of the bodies in the solar system, the
positions of the Earth and the other bodies in a coordinate system in space are
determined from the expressions for the coordinates obtained by developing
the dynamical theories of the gravitational motions, or from tables constructed from these expressions. The position of the body on the celestial
sphere at any instant obtained directly from these coordinates is the geocentric position that represents the geometric direction from the center of the
Earth to the actual position of the body in space at the instant; when referred
to the true equinox and equator or ecliptic of date, it has been called by many
writers the true place.
For the calculation of ephemerides of stars, the coordinates of the stars
at a particular epoch, and the rates of their proper motions, are obtained
from star catalogs constructed from observation. The positions commonly
tabulated in star catalogs are the mean places at an adopted epoch; they are
referred to the mean equinox and equator of the epoch, and include the
elliptic component of the annual aberration. A true place, in the same
sense as the term has been used for bodies in the solar system, cannot be
determined for a star; but without the elliptic aberration, the mean place
would represent the geometric direction of the light relative to the moving
center of mass of the solar system, which has been called the true place by
some writers.
In actual observation, the stars are the immediate reference points for
measurements of positions of other objects. The directly observed quantities
are the differences Δα and Δό of the right ascension and declination of the
object from the comparison stars; but, according to circumstances, several
different procedures are used to measure these differences, and to determine
the coordinates of the object from the measured differences and the coordinates of the comparison stars. For example, in visual micrometric observations, the usual practice is to correct the measured Δα and Δό for differential
refraction, and add the corrected differences directly to the catalog mean
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places of the comparison stars; the observed position is therefore referred
to a fixed mean equinox and equator, and may properly be designated as a
mean place, although this term has not ordinarily been applied in the literature
to moving objects. This mean place may or may not then be reduced to an
apparent place by further corrections for precession, nutation, aberration,
and parallax. In photographic observations, however, the mean place is
obtained by adding to the catalog mean places of the stars the values of Δα
and Δό determined by reducing the measurements of the plates; and the
reduction of the plate automatically introduces corrections not only for
differential refraction but also for differential precession, nutation, and
aberration. The position obtained in this way has come to be known as an
astrographic place, and it differs from the mean place obtained visually by the
amount of the differential precession, nutation, and aberration. The term
astrovisual has been proposed by Merton to distinguish the mean place
obtained visually, but has not come into use.
In visual observations, the corrections for differential refraction, which
depend upon the particular micrometer and the manner of using it, and the
corrections for the motion of the body during the observations and for
instrumental errors, can properly be made only by the observer himself,
who is fully acquainted with all the circumstances of the observation; but
corrections for differential precession, nutation, and aberration, and further
corrections for parallax and for reduction to an apparent place, may be
applied as required by anyone who uses the observations, and preferably
should not be included by the observer in his reductions. Moreover, in
visual observations the corrections for differential precession, nutation, and
stellar aberration are usually negligible in comparison with the uncertainties
of the observation itself and of the place of the comparison star, and may
therefore be regarded as accidental errors and neglected unless the distance
between the object and the comparison star is of the order of 1° or more.
The mean place of a moving object may therefore be defined as the position
referred directly to the mean places of comparison stars. Strictly speaking,
it is obtained by adding to the catalog mean places of the stars the observed
differences in right ascension and declination, taken in the sense of object
minus star, corrected for differential refraction, and for differential precession
and nutation, and differential stellar aberration; in photographic mean places
or astrographic positions, these corrections are automatically included in the
reduction of the plate, but in visual mean places the differential precession,
nutation, and aberration may be omitted in the reduction of the observations. The mean place determined in this way is referred to the same equinox
and equator as the mean places of the comparison stars, and is dated for the
actual time of the observation.
In practice, the observed mean place is usually referred to the mean
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equinox and equator of the beginning of the year. When it has been further
reduced to a true place by adding the stellar aberration Eqs. (73),
+ ΑΛ sin(// + a) sec à and +h cos(H + a) sin ô + i cos ô, subtracting the
light time from the time of observation, and applying corrections for parallax,
it becomes the geometric position referred to the same mean equinox;
this position is directly comparable with a geometric ephemeris obtained
from the actual positions of the Earth and the body in space at the same
instant, and has been called the true mean place by some writers. An observed
apparent place may be reduced to the true mean place by further subtracting
precession and nutation.
In the literature, the terms mean place, astrographic place, and apparent
mean place have all been used with the same meaning. On the other hand,
the terms mean place and astrographic place have sometimes been distinguished
from each other when they denoted the same quantity. Moreover, incorrect
definitions have sometimes been given.*
For theoretical purposes, and for the intercomparison of observations
which extend over a long period of time, the same fixed equinox is used for the
whole interval of time that is considered. The mean equinox of the beginning
of the year is commonly the intermediary through which reductions from the
true equinox of date to the fixed mean equinox of an adopted epoch, or the
reverse, are made in practice.
Ephemerides of Apparent Places of Stars

The coordinates of the apparent positions of the stars, referred to any
particular reference system, are continually changing because of the proper
motions of the stars, and in many cases because of orbital motions in binary
or multiple systems, in addition to the displacements by stellar aberration
and annual parallax due to the motion of the Earth.
The catalog positions from which ephemerides of stars are prepared are
ordinarily mean places for a particular epoch and equinox, in which elliptic
aberration is included. From these positions at the initial time, referred to
the mean equinox of the adopted epoch, the mean places at the beginning
of any year are obtained by adding to the catalog coordinates the changes
due to proper motion and precession; and the apparent place on any date
during the year is derived by further adding the proper motion and precession
from the beginning of the year to date, the nutation at date, and stellar
aberration, together with, if necessary, corrections for annual parallax and
binary motion.
* For example, in Union Obs. Cire. 34, 267; 60, 225, the definition of mean place
includes aberration corrections, which in reality gives the true mean place. See G. Merton,
Mon. Not. Roy. Astr. Soc. 85, 513-520 (1925).
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Since the stars are the actual immediate reference points on the celestial
sphere, ephemerides of the apparent places of a selected list of stars are
indispensable for astronomical observations of position, and were formerly
included in the American Ephemeris and other national ephemerides; but
in the course of time, the continual increase in the number of stars needed,
and the increasingly high precision required in their positions, made it
impracticable for adequate ephemerides to be included in these volumes.
A separate volume, Apparent Places of Fundamental Stars, was established
under the auspices of the International Astronomical Union, beginning with
the year 1941 ; and eventually ephemerides of apparent places of stars were
entirely omitted from the national ephemerides.
The stars are so nearly fixed on the celestial sphere that not until the early
eighteenth century was any change detected in the configurations that they
form with one another, and they were always called the fixed stars in contrast
to the wandering stars or planets; but Halley, comparing the positions of the
principal stars at that time with the positions determined in ancient times,
found evidence that Arcturus, Aldebaran, and Sirius had moved appreciably
relative to other stars, and in 1738 this was confirmed for Arcturus by J.
Cassini. Evidence for proper motions of a considerable number of stars
was obtained by Tobias Mayer from a comparison of Roemer's observations
in 1706 with observations by himself and Lacaille in 1750 and 1756.
The proper motion μ—the angular change in position along a great circle
on the celestial sphere per unit time—is the apparent tangential component
of the actual motion of the star in space relative to the Sun; the radial
component is the radial velocity which may be determined spectroscopically
(see Fig. 56). The radial velocity of a star moving with velocity V at an
^.vco%e.%- = p

v

Χ0+Δ0
,Ζ^+(Ι8Οβ-0Γ

μ - -ΔΘ per unit time

Sun

FIG. 56. Proper motion.

--dQ/dt
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angle Θ with the direction to the star is
vr = V cos 0,
reckoned positive for recession, and the tangential velocity is
vt = Ksin θ = γμ
a
= -μ>
or with μ in seconds of arc per year
vt = 4.74 — ^
km/sec,
{IT)" sin 1"
where r is the distance to the star, π is the annual parallax, and a is the
astronomical unit. The proper motion is
dd

V . Λ
= — sin u.
dt
r
The position of a star is often referred to the mean equinox of a particular
year, but to a different epoch. This signifies either that when reducing the
position that was observed at this epoch to the specified equinox, no correction for proper motion has been applied ; or that the position has been taken
from a catalog and corrected for proper motion, so that the position, insofar
as proper motion is concerned, is for the stated epoch but the axes of reference
are those defined by the specified equinox.
The proper motions of the stars, unlike the motions of the bodies of the
solar system, cannot be calculated from dynamical theory; they can be
obtained only from observation. The determination of the proper motion
of a star requires repeated observations of the position of the star at a series
of different times which, because of the very small magnitude of these
motions in general, must extend over a long interval in order to obtain a
reliable result.
Over the intervals of time for which observations are available, no measurable departures from uniform rectilinear motion in space have been detected.
This motion produces secular changes in the magnitude of the proper motion,
and in the parallax and the radial velocity, but only in the case of a few
exceptionally large motions are their effects appreciable. With V = constant,
the variation of μ due to perspective acceleration is
μ =

Et _ v\
dt

\

s n

* ^ ÛL
2

r

r dt

dt

cos

r

A ^§\
dtl
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and the annual rate of change of the annual proper motion is therefore
άμ\άΐ = -0.0000 0205 μπ{άήώ\
where μ is the annual proper motion in seconds of arc, π is the annual parallax
in seconds, and the radial velocity drjdt is in km/sec.
For Barnard's star, with μ = 10".31, π = 0".545, and radial velocity
— 108 km/sec, the calculated secular perspective acceleration in proper
motion is 0".00124 ± 0".00003. The components are given in the tabulation. *
Right ascension
Declination
Observed -0".00014 ± 0".00006
+0".00118 ± 0".00004
Calculated -0".00010 ± 0".00001
+0".00123 ± 0".00003
The components of the proper motion in right ascension and declination
are,byEqs.(13),
^ = ^ sin ^ sec 0,
μδ = μ COS ψ,

where φ is the position angle of the direction of μ; and in longitude and
latitude, by Eqs. (14),
μχ = +μ α sin E cos ô sec B + μδ cos E sec B9
μ2 = — μΛ cos E cos δ + μδ sin £,
where B is the latitude, and
cos E = sin € cos a sec B.
From the expressions (18) for dx, dy, dz, the variations of the direction
cosines due to proper motion are

μ* = -yp* -

z

cos a/*5,

μν = +χμα - z sin a//,,
μζ = +cos δμδ.
The components μα, μδ of the proper motion μ evidently are different in
the coordinate systems for different epochs, because of the different orientation of the reference circles on the sphere relative
to the great circle along which μ is directed;
and likewise the components in the same coordinate system become different as the star
changes its position on the sphere among the
reference circles.
Referred to the equator and equinox of an
epoch r0, the position (α0, ό0) of a star, the
celestial pole, and the position (a, ô) of the star
,, c_ w . ,.
Γ
v

'

v

v ' /

after an interval of time / referred to the same
equator and equinox form a triangle (Fig. 57)
* P. van de Kamp, Astr. Jour. 67, 285 (1962).

FIG. 57. Variations of proper

motions

in right ascension and
declination.
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in which

cos δ sin(a — α0) = sin φ0 sin μί
cos ô cos(a — a0) = cos δ0 cos μί — sin <50 cos <p0 sin μί
cos ό sin φ = cos ό0 sin φ0
cos ô cos 9? = cos δ0 cos <p0 cos μί — sin <50 sin μΐ
sin ό = sin δ0 cos μί + cos δ0 cos <p0 sin μί
where 990, <p are the position angles of the direction of the proper motion
at the two times, and hence φ — φ0 is the change in this position angle due
to the proper motion itself. From these equations, we have rigorously
sin ψη tan at sec <50
—
—
1 — cos φ0 tan μί tan ô0

tan(a - a0) =
and introducing auxiliaries r, AT,

r = —sin /ji{tan ô0 + cos φ0 tan |/^i},
tan M =
tanKO_oo) =

r sin Q90

^ ~
1 + r cos <p0

££5(^z_M)tan^

cos \M
<p = φ0 — M.
Stellar proper motions are so small that even over long intervals of time
these rigorous equations are practically never required. At most, the first
two terms of the Maclaurin expansion suffice; and since, by differentiation
of the relation cos ô sin <p = cos δ0 sin <p0 = constant,
dcp
dt

sin à sin φ do
cos δ cos φ dt
= μ tan δ sin φ,

whence the variations of the component proper motions in right ascension
and declination due to the variation of position on the celestial sphere from
the constant proper motion μ itself are
άμα
d , .
cx
-1— = — (u sin
φ sec o)
r Y
dt
d t
= /Jcos φ sec δ — + μδ sin <p sec δ tan δ)
= 2μαμδ tan δ,
. dcp
= — μ sin φ —
r
Ψ
dt
dt
= — μΐ sin δ cos δ,

άμδ
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we have, with μΛ, μδ, in seconds of arc,
a = a0 + μΛΐ + (μΛμδ tan ô sin 1")ί2 + · · ·

Ô = δ0 + μδί - K/W« sin δ cos ό sin l")i2 + · · ·

referred to the same mean equinox and equator as a0, <50.
The perspective secular acceleration adds
j

u

j

/ i

\θάμαΙάί\
.

-

\ dr

^

\

-2μα---,
r at

\θάμδΙάΐ\

dr

—2μδ-—-.
r dt
From the first, second, and fifth of the rigorous trigonometric equations,
by substituting the approximations
sin μί = μί,
cos μΐ = 1 — Κμ02>
expressing the results in terms of μβ, μδ and direction cosines, and solving
for x, y, z, we obtain to the second order, referred to the equator and equinox
of t0,
x = x0 + μχί - Κμ02*ο>
y = y<> + μ*ί - ΚμΟ 2 ^,
ζ = ζ0 + μζί -

ϋμή2ζ0.

When the perspective acceleration is appreciable, the values of the proper
motions at the middle of the interval t — t0 should be used in the right-hand
members.
From the proper motions μα, μδ at any time, referred to the mean equinox
and equator of an epoch tl9 the motions μ'Λ, μ'δ at this same time, referred to
the equinox and equator of a different epoch t29 may be found by differentiating the relations for transforming the coordinates (α1? δχ) of the star
referred to the equinox of tl9 to the coordinates (α2, ό2), equinox of i2, putting
d<x2jdt = μ'α, du.x\dt = μα, etc., obtaining
μ'Λ cos A' cos δ2 — μδ sin A' sin ô2 = μΛ cos A cos δ± — μδ sin A sin dl9
μ'α sin A' cos δ2 + μ'δ cos A' sin δ2 = μα cos Θ sin A cos δι
+ μδ cos 0 cos ^4 sin δχ + μδ sin Θ cos δ1
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where Ä = α2 — z, A = αχ + ζ0, whence, rigorously,
μα = //«{cos θ + sin θ tan ό2 cos Ä} +

μ<5 sin Λ' sin θ
cos ό9 cos Ô*

/4 = — μα sin X' sin 0 + ^{cos Θ + sin 0 tan ό2 cos A'}
cos όχ

;

and from the triangle formed by the star and the two positions of the celestial
pole,
sin(9?2 — φχ) = sin 0 s i n ^ + ζ0) sec δ2
= sin 0 sin(a2 — z) sec δ±.
In practice, approximate forms of these equations are sufficient.
example, taking
sin(9?2 — φ^ = sin 0 sin a sec <5,

For

we have, putting φ2 — φχ = Δ<ρ,
μ'α cos δ = μ sin <ρ2
= μα cos (5 cos Δφ + μδ sin Δ99,
/4 = A*(5 c o s Δφ — μα cos ό sin Δ99.
From the preceding approximate expression for sin Δ99, we have closely
Δ99 = 0 sin a sec ό,
or, since 0 is zero in the first position of the pole, and its rate of change at
any instant is the rate n at which the pole is moving toward T ,
dtp
—- =
dt
=

dd .
.
— sin a sec 0
dt
n sin a sec δ,

whence the rates of change of the proper motions due to the motion of the
pole are
άμα
dcp
.da
-1— = μ cos φ sec 0 — + μ sin Ψw sec 0 tan 0 —
dt
*
dt
*
dt
2
= η{μα cos a tan δ + μδ sin α sec <5},
άμδ

.

άφ

dt

dt
= — πμ α sina.

-ί— = — μ sin φ —
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Reduction of the Mean Places of Stars

The mean place of a star referred to any epoch and equinox may be
reduced to any other epoch and equinox equally well by either of two
methods:
(1) From the position at the initial epoch fl5 the position at any other
epoch t2 referred to the same mean equinox and equator may first be obtained
by adding to the coordinates (a0, <50) at tx the proper motions Δα, Δό during
h — *i> computed with the values μα, μδ of the components of μ at tx referred
to the same coordinate system as (a0, <50), but taking into account if necessary
the second-order terms due to the variations of μα, μδ caused by the proper
motion itself. The equinox and equator to which the position and proper
motions in right ascension and declination at the epoch tx are referred, and
hence to which the position ax = a0 + Δα, ô± = ô0 + Δό at the epoch t2
is referred, need not necessarily be for the same epoch tx but may be for some
different epoch 7\. The coordinates (α1? δχ) for epoch t2 and equinox 7\
may then be reduced to any other equinox T2, which may or may not be the
same as i2, by the usual transformation formulas for equatorial coordinates,
giving the coordinates (a2, <52) f° r epoch t2 and equinox T2; and if desired,
the proper motions μ'Λ, μ'δ, at time t2 referred to the equinox and equator of T2
may be obtained by first applying to μα, μδ the corrections for the change
during t2 — tx due to the proper motion itself, and then the further corrections
to the values at t2 for the change in the reference system from 7\ to T2.
(2) The coordinates (α0, ό0) at epoch tl9 equinox 7\, may first be reduced
to the equinox and equator of T2; and the proper motions μα, μδ at tx likewise
reduced to equinox T2. Then with these reduced proper motions, the changes
of the coordinates during (t2 — tx) in the reference system of T2 may be
computed, including the second-order terms if necessary, giving the coordinates (a2, ô2) for epoch t2, equinox T2.
When the star is sufficiently close to the pole for the variation of the
elliptic aberration to be appreciable, the value of the elliptic aberration at tx
must be computed and subtracted from the mean place at tl9 then after
reducing this corrected mean place to t2 the elliptic aberration at t2 is computed
and added to the result. However, this rigorous method need be used only
for close circumpolars for which precession is applied over a very long
period of time, particularly when the mean place is to be used in the formation of a fundamental catalog or in the study of proper motions. It was used
in the formation of the FK3 and FKA only for stars at declinations higher than
81°. For stars at lower declinations the principal part of the error is automatically included in the proper motions, and it would be incorrect to use
the rigorous method for reducing the catalog mean places to other epochs.*
* See F. P. Scott, A method for evaluating the elliptic E terms of the aberration. Astr.
Jour. 69, 372-373 (1964).
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To facilitate these reductions, star catalogs commonly tabulate the rates
of variation of the coordinates due to precession and proper motion, together
with the rates at which these variations change. The sum of the annual
changes in right ascension due to general precession and to proper motion
is known as the annual variation in right ascension; and similarly for
declination. The rate at which the annual variation changes is called the
secular variation. It is the sum of the rate of change in the annual precession
that is due to the variations of m, n9 a, <5, and the rate of change in the annual
proper motion that is due to precession and to the proper motion itself. The
secular variation is the second time derivative of the coordinate; and with
the annual variation or first derivative it is sufiicient from which to obtain
the reduction to the order of accuracy given by the first two terms of the
Maclaurin expansion. When greater accuracy is required, the third derivative
may be determined; but the rigorous form of the third term is too complex
to be of practical use, and in general if a rough approximation is not adequate
a trigonometric reduction is more expeditious than computing the variations.
At small polar distances, depending on the precision that is needed, the
trigonometric reduction is always necessary.
Adding the proper motions to the expressions (149) for the rates of
precession, and differentiating, including in the derivatives of the proper
motions the changes due to both the proper motion itself and the motion
of the pole, we obtain for the variations and their secular rates of change
— = m + n sin a tan ô + μα,
dt
«dn ,
./da ,
\
d2oi dm , . x
A
—- =
h sin a tan o
\- n cos a tan o\
h μΛ I
dt2

dt

dt
+ n sin a sec2ol

\dt

I

\- μδ I + 2μαμδ tan ô,

dô
— = n cos a + μ^
dt
d2ô
an
. (doL
\
*
2 ·&
—- = cos a
n sin al
h μα I — μα sin à cos o,
dt2
dt
\dt
!
in which the numerical values of m, «, dm/dt, dn\dt may be substituted. In
the second derivatives we may put
in a tan ô = -I
μα — m I,

n\dt
lido

\

cos a = - ( — -/*<$)·
n\dt
I

I
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The secular variation of the proper motions due to foreshortening may also be
included in the second derivatives in the few cases where it is appreciable.
To the second order, the reduction over any interval of time t2 — h m a y
be found by determining the values of the variations at the middle of the
interval, t = \{tx + t2), and multiplying these values by t2 — tl9 because
to this order

m-m -(f)<<-<.> + i(0}<<-'■>·.

whence, since t — tx — t2 — t = \{t2 — ίτ),
\dt/Uti+t2)

for this purpose, only approximate values of a and ô at time / are necessary,
and may be obtained from the values of a, ô at tx and the values of m and n
at t.
It was formerly the common practice in catalogs of stars to give the annual
variations (or annual precessions, if proper motions were unknown or
omitted) and the secular variations of these quantities, i.e., their rates of
change per century. More recently, many catalogs have given different
quantities; and to prevent confusion, it is desirable that the formula for
reducing the catalog positions to other epochs with the particular quantities
that are tabulated be printed at the foot of each page as recommended by
the International Astronomical Union.
When the variations and their secular changes are both given for the same
unit of time, the expression for the first two terms of the reduction is
*-*°-TdT

+

\dT'

iT

*

dT*
dT2)

and similarly for ô, where the interval T is expressed in the unit of time for
which the variation doLJdT and its secular change d2cajdT2 are given. When
annual variations and their centennial variations are given,
da. ,

a — a0 = t

1

ô

i

.

.

t x secular variation,

at
200
where t is in years. In either case the result may be obtained by multiplying
the variation for the mid-epoch by the elapsed time.
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Catalogs now often include the factor one-half in the secular change, and
tabulate the product under the designation 2nd term.
Various approximations for the third derivative have been used in different
catalogs. A common method of obtaining an approximation is by taking
the difference between the values of the second derivative at two epochs.
For example, Eichelberger* used the approximation
d>ldT> = 2[(d*ldT>)1K0 -

Wr%00];

and one-sixth of this quantity is the tabular third term in his catalog. Newcomb favored the procedure of reducing from an initial epoch t0 to any
terminal epoch t1 by substituting d^Jdt2 — d2cx.0ldt2 = /(ί/3α/Λ3) into half
the sum of the two Maclaurin series obtained by interchanging the epochs,
which gives
,
„ x
λ
9 . „
1

°

*\dt

dtl

n\dt2

dt2l

Auwers, in reducing the positions of the Bradley stars from 1755 to 1865,
computed the values of the precession p for the initial and the final epochs
and the time tx midway between; and adopted for the total reduction
a2 - a0 = lt(p0 + 4/?! + ρ2).·\
Reduction from Mean Place to Apparent Place

In the reduction of star positions from mean to apparent place, the epoch
to which the calculations are referred is the beginning of the Besselian solar
year. The apparent place at any date during the year was formerly determined by calculating the reduction to be applied to the mean place at the
beginning of the year in which the date fell. However, it may equally well
be obtained by applying a reduction to the mean place at the beginning of the
next following year; and in order to minimize second-order effects, the
practice was initiated in 1960 of calculating the reduction from whichever
one was the nearer to the date. By calculating the reduction to any date from
the beginning of the year nearest the date (i.e., from the beginning of the
next following year when the date falls in the second half of any year) the
reduction is never extended beyond ±0 y .5, instead of up to a full year from
the epoch.
To the first order, the reductions for precession from the beginning of the
year to date, the nutation at date, and the aberration at date, are independent
of one another. They may be calculated separately, from either the mean
coordinates at the epoch or the apparent coordinates at date, and added
* W. Eichelberger, Astr. Pap. Amer. Eph. X, Pt. I.
t The rigorous expressions for the third derivatives due to precession and proper motion
will be found in G. W. Hill, "Collected Works," Vol. I, pp. 60 and 62.
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together; the reduction may be applied, with the proper algebraic sign,
either to the mean place in order to obtain the apparent place, or to the
apparent place in order to obtain the mean place. A reduction to higher
order for the combined effects of precession, nutation, and aberration is
much more complex.
Aberration is an apparent displacement of the star from its actual geometric
direction, caused by the motion of the Earth relative to an inertial frame of
reference. The corrections for aberration must therefore be applied to the
coordinates of the position on the celestial sphere referred to the same
cardinal coordinate directions as the coordinates of the Earth from which
the aberration is computed; and the aberration must be calculated from the
velocity of the Earth relative to an inertial system, for which in practice a
coordinate system with origin at the center of mass of the solar system is
used, and coordinate axes in fixed directions in space.
The precession and nutation in the coordinates of the star are caused by
the motion of the coordinate system. In astronomical practice, the nutation is
computed from formulas in which the quantities are referred to the mean
equinox of date; and the variations which are obtained for the coordinates
of a star are explicitly the corrections to the coordinates of the position
referred to the mean equinox and equator of date. Before corrections for
nutation are applied, therefore, the position at date on the celestial sphere
must first be referred to the mean equinox of date by applying precession to
the coordinates referred to the mean equinox of epoch; and the nutation must
be calculated from these mean coordinates of date.
However, the position at date to which the nutation is applied may be
either the geometric or the apparent position, referred to the mean equinox
of date. The variations of the coordinates due to the motions of the reference
circles are independent of the displacement of the star by aberration. The
aberration may be applied either after precession and nutation, or before,
but the higher order reductions will have different numerical values in the
two procedures, and will be represented by different algebraic expressions.
From the coordinates of either the geometric or the apparent position at
any instant, referred to the mean equinox and equator of date, the reduction
to the true equinox and equator may be determined to any required order of
precision by either the exact trigonometric expressions for nutation, or the
successive terms of the Taylor expansion. The apparent position is obtained
from the coordinates of the geometric position, either rigorously by the
trigonometric expressions (79) and (80) for aberration, or to only the required
order of precision by the expressions (77), in which the aberration must be
determined from the velocity components of the Earth referred to the same
equinox and equator as the geometric coordinates of the star. Only very
near the pole are the rigorous trigonometric reductions necessary.
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Parallax, when appreciable, may be combined with aberration. The
corrections for parallax may be put into the form
Δα = n(c Y - dX\

Δό =

TT(C'

Y-

d'X\

in which the coordinates X and Y of the Sun are closely proportional to
C and D. The corrections may therefore be combined with the terms Cc +
Dd and Cc' + Dd' by replacing the star constants c, d, c\ d' by the expressions
c + dnki, d — cnk2, c' + d'nkl9 d' — cVfc2, respectively, in which
kx = Rj(k cos e),

k2 = R cos c/fc,

where R is the radius vector of the Sun, € the obliquity, and k the constant of
aberration. The maximum variation of R from its mean value of unity is
1/60, and in general may be neglected.
In terms of direction cosines, from the expressions in Chapter 4 for the
differences between the geocentric rectangular coordinates of a star (JC', / , z'),
and the heliocentric coordinates (x, y, z), and eqs. (74), we have to a sufficient approximation
C
x = x — π — sec €,
k
D

y = y -TT — cose,

E .
z = z — 7Γ — sin €.
The displacements of a star on the celestial sphere by aberration and by
annual parallax each causes the star to describe annually an ellipse around its
mean place. In rectangular coordinates referred to the mean place, the
position of the star is
x = — k cos(A — 0 ) — 77- sin(A — Θ),
y = +k sin(A — 0 ) sin ß — π cos(A — 0 ) sin β,
or, in terms of auxiliaries /?, q defined by
k = p cos q,

77=/? sin q,

the coordinates are
x = —p cos(A — © — q)9
y = +p sin(A — 0 — q) sin β,
whence the semimajor axis is yjk2 + π2 and the semiminor axis is
sin ß\lk2 + 7Γ2. If a large proper motion is superimposed, the path on the
celestial sphere is a sinuous line. The maximum and minimum of aberration
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in longitude are at the times when the longitude of the Sun is equal to the
longitude of the star and greater by 180°; the maximum and minimum of
aberration in latitude are when the longitude of the Sun is 90° different from
that of the star. The maxima and minima of parallax in longitude and
latitude occur 90° from those of aberration.*
The Second-Order Reductions to Apparent Place

The Besselian day numbers and independent day numbers are defined
by thefirst-orderterms in the series expansions of the quantities which
rigorously represent the positions of the moving ecliptic and equator of date
relative to the fixed ecliptic and equator of epoch. By retaining the secondorder terms in these expansions, thefirst-orderreduction to apparent place
obtained from the Besselian or independent day numbers may be extended
to the second order.
For this purpose the day numbers at any date τ for precession and nutation
may be precisely defined as

'-■(*+£). >-τΑ+Ε·
B = -Δβ,

g sin G = 5,

ΔΨ
E = λ' — ,

g cos G = A,

(162)

in which τ denotes the fraction of a tropical year from the beginning of the
Besselian solar year to date; ΔΨ is the nutation in longitude on the ecliptic
of date, and Δβ the nutation in obliquity at date; Ψ' is the annual rate of
lunisolar precession on thefixedecliptic of date dWJdt, and X the annual rate
of planetary precession at date da/dt. The annual rates of general precession
in right ascension and declination at date are
m=T'cose-A\
«=T/sin€,
where € denotes the mean obliquity of date; the true obliquity of date is
€ + Δβ.

Putting
Ä = A - ητ = n Δ Ψ / Ψ ' = Δ Ψ sin e,
* For the calculation of apparent place reductions in terms of rectangular coordinates
by methods adapted to electronic computers, see F. P. Scott and J. A. Hughes, Computation
of apparent places for the Southern Reference Star Program. Astr. Jour. 69,368-371 (1964).
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we have from these definitions
E = λ' —
n

ΔΨ sin € = A!

= AT^cos € - - sin e),

= g cos G — ητ,
ΔΨ cos € = (m/n)* + E

=

f-mr,

Ae = —g sin G.
The rate of general precession in longitude at date is
Ψ' — λ' cos e = m cos e + n sin e.
In terms of the barycentric equatorial rectangular velocity components
of the Earth x°, y°, i° referred to any particular fixed equinox and equator
with
fo = yo tan €°,
and the elliptic component removed from x° and y°, the day numbers for
aberration are defined by
-(1/C)JC° = D°

=h°cosH°9

+(llc)y° = C°

= h° sin H°,

(163)

0

+(l/c)i° = C°tane = /°,
where c is the velocity of light. In terms of the geometric right ascension and
declination, referred to the same fixed equinox and equator as the velocity
components, the apparent displacement from the geometric direction is given
to the second order by the expressions (77).
Aberration depends only upon the velocity of the Earth relative to an
inertial frame, for which in practice the barycentric velocity is used. The
direction in which a star is actually seen on the celestial sphere does not
depend upon the coordinate system to which this apparent position is
referred. In principle, the apparent place referred to the true equinox and
equator of date may be obtained either by first determining the geometric
coordinates referred to this equinox and equator, and then the coordinates, in
this same reference system, of the point to which the star is apparently
displaced by aberration; or equally well, by first finding the apparent
position referred to the mean equinox and equator of the beginning of the
year, and then the variations of the coordinates of this point which are
produced by the precession and nutation of the coordinate system. However,
the two methods are not equally expeditious in practical numerical computation.
The mean place at the beginning of the year is represented by the coordinates
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a0, 00 of the geometric position referred to the mean equinox and equator of
the epoch τ = 0. At this epoch, referred to the fixed ecliptic and mean
equator of the beginning of the year, the amount Ψ± of the lunisolar precession
in longitude, the lunisolar precession in obliquity Ae°, and the planetary
precession a, all vanish; the mean obliquity at this epoch will be denoted by
€0, and the values of the annual precession in right ascension and declination
by m0, «0.
(1) By first applying precession and nutation to the mean place a0, δ0 at the
beginning of the year, we obtain the coordinates a, δ of the geometric position
referred to the true equinox and equator of date, which to the second
order are represented by the expressions (161). The coordinates α', δ' of the
apparent place, referred to the true equinox and equator of date, to
the second order, are then obtained by using these values of a and à for the
right ascension and declination on the right of the expressions (77), and
using for the star numbers the values computed from the barycentric velocity
components referred to the fixed true equinox and equator of date.
These expressions for a' and δ' may be written explicitly in terms of
a0 and δ0 to the second order by means of the Taylor expansions to the
first order,
a' = a'(a0, <50) + (^|(a
- a0) + [^j(Ô - ό0),
and similarly for δ', where
da'/da =
\ + h cos(H + a) sec <5,
doLJdô = +h sin(// + a) sec δ tan ό,
dô'IdoL — —h sin(H + a) sin <5,
dè'jdè =
1 + h cos(H + a) cos ô — / sin ô;
the resulting expressions are
a' = a0 + / + g sin(G + a0) tan ô0 + h sin(H + a0) sec ô0
+ \g2 sin(2G + a0) cos α0 +fg cos(G + a0) tan ô0
— ifg cos G cos α0 tan δ0 + %g2 sin 2(G + α0) tan2o0
+ \h2 sin 2(H + a0) sec2<50 + gh sin(G + H + 2a0) sec ό0 tan δ0
+fh cos(H + a0) sec <50,
(164)
à' = δ0 + g cos(G + a0) + h cos(H + a0) sin δ0 + i cos δ0
— fgs'm(G + a0) + ifg cos G sin a0 — \g2 sin2(G + a0) tan δ0
+ ih cos(H + OLQ) COS 2δ0 — \i2 sin 2δ0
+ W cos2(H + a0) sin 2δ0
— \h2 sin 2 (// + a0) tan δ0 — gh sin(// + a0) sin(G + a0) sec δ0
—fh sin(H + a0) sin δ0 — ig cos(G + a0) sin δ0
+ gh cos(G — H) cos δ0,
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in which /, h, H denote the values calculated from the barycentric velocity
components referred to the fixed true equinox and equator of date.
(2) By first applying aberration directly to the coordinates a0, ô0 of the mean
place at the beginning of the year, we obtain the coordinates α^, δ'0 of the
apparent position referred to the mean equinox and equator of the beginning
of the year, which are represented to the second order by using a0, <50 for the
values of the right ascension and declination on the right of the expressions
(77), and determining the star numbers from the barycentric velocity components referred to the fixed mean equinox and equator of the beginning
of the year. The coordinates α', δ' of the apparent place referred to the true
equinox and equator of date, to the second order, are then obtained by
using these values of αό and ÔQ for the right ascension and declination on the
right of the expressions (161) which represent precession and nutation.
These expressions for a' and δ' may be written explicitly in terms of a0
and ό0, to the second order, by means of the Taylor expansions to the first
order,
α' = α(αό, δ'0)
= a[a0 + (αό — a 0 ), δ0 + (δ^ — δ0)]
= α(α0, <50) + \ ^ - ) ( α ό -

α

ο) + ( d r j ^ i " δ*)>

and similarly for δ', where
9α/3α0 =
1 + g cos(G + α0) tan δ0,
3α/3ό0 = +g sin(G + α0) sec2d0,
dô/doto = -g sin(G + α0),
dô/dô0 =
1.
In the resulting expressions, /, A, H denote the values of the aberration
day numbers calculated from the barycentric velocity components referred
to the fixed mean equinox and equator of the beginning of the year, instead
of to the true equinox and equator of date as in the preceding method.
Otherwise, the expression for a' differs from the expression obtained by the
first method only in lacking the last term, +fh cos(H + a0) sec <50, and
containing instead a term +ig sin(G + a0) sec <50 that is not obtained by the
first method; and the expression for δ' differs only in lacking the last three
terms given by the first method,
—fh sin(/f + a0) sin <50 — ig cos(G + a0) sin <50 + gh cos(G — H) cos ό0.
In both methods, the day numbers/, g, G and A, B, E for precession and
nutation are referred to the mean equinox of date; strictly speaking, m
and n are for time t0 + \τ. In a reduction to only the second order, it is in
practice immaterial whether a0, <50 or a, δ are used in the second-order terms.
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When aberration is applied first, the reduction expressed in terms of the
Besselian day numbers, with A = η(τ + ΔΨ/Ψ'), is
(α' - α0) cos ό0 = (Aa + Bb + Ce + Dd + E) cos ô0 + \AB cos δ
+ sin OLIAC tan €

AB sin δ
A2 sin δ

+ cos OLIBC tan e H

I

In

+ sin 2OL{Ï(A - B ) cos ό(| + tan2o)
2

2

- \(C2 - D2)sec δ + (AD - BC) tan 0}
+ cos 2<*{AB cos o(J + tan2o)
+ CD sec (5 + (AC + BD) tan δ}
+ E sin (5{JA cos a — B sin a},
(165)
(<}' - ό0) = Aa' + ßi>' + Ce' + Dd' + \(C2 + D2)(sin 26 - tan<5)
- JC2tan2€ sin 2δ - \(AD + BC) sec ό
- l(A2 + ß2) tan à - sin <x(- -A2

+ C2 tan e cos 20 j

- cos al— Aß — CD tan e cos 2ό
in

- sin 2<x{iAB tan Ô + \(AC + BD) sec δ
+ \CD(idin δ + sin 20)} + cos 2α{Κ^2 - B2) tan δ
- i(C2 - D2)(tan ό + sin 20) + \(AD - BC) sec 0}
- £{£A sin a + ß cos a}.
When transformed to the Besselian day numbers, the reduction (164)
in right ascension lacks the terms C tan € (A sin a + B cos a), having in
their place
( ^

+ £

)

(D cos a — C sin a);

and in declination, in place of the term — \(AD + BC) sec <5, the reduction
(164) contains the terms
\(AD + BC) sec δ cos 2δ + C tan e sin δ(Β sin a — A cos a)
— I — A + E I sin δ (D sin a + C cos a).
The method expressed by (164), in which the reduction for precession and
nutation is applied before the correction for aberration, is perhaps the more
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natural, and represents the traditional concept. However, the method (165)
of first applying the reduction for aberration is much more advantageous
for the practical calculation of apparent places of stars to high precision.
The second-order reduction is smaller, and may be neglected over a larger
range of declination. Furthermore, by computing the apparent place from
the mean place at the nearest beginning of a year, restricting the interval of
reduction to — \ < τ < + £, the maximum value which the second-order
reduction can reach may be kept smaller than when computed for 0 < τ < 1 ;
and when aberration is applied first in the reduction, the second-order
reduction, where needed, may in general be limited to only the principal terms.
At the high declinations where the second-order reduction becomes
appreciable, sec ô0 may be replaced in the second-order terms by ±tan ό0,
according as the declination is positive or negative. With this approximation,
the principal second-order terms in a' — a0 have the common factor tan2o0,
and in δ' — ô0 the factor tan ô0; denoting the factor of tan2o0 in the reduction
for right ascension by / , and the factor of tan ô0 in the reduction for declination by J\ these terms may be written
Jtan2ô0 = £ tan2<50{£2 sin 2(G + a0)
± 2gh sin(G + H + 2a0)
+ A2 sin 2(H + a0)},
/ ' tan ô0 = — \ tan ô0{g2 sin2(G + a0)
± 2gh sin(G + a0) sin(# + a0)
+ A2 sin 2 (# + a0)}.

(166)

When r is restricted to — \ < τ < +£, and the mean place at the nearest
beginning of a year is reduced first for aberration, the maximum residual
second-order errors in an apparent place obtained by applying the corrections
(166) to the first-order reduction cannot exceed about 0".003 in Δα cos à or Δό
at any declination. To this order of precision, the third-order terms of
precession and nutation may be neglected when τ tan à < 100.
This method of reduction greatly facilitates the calculation of precise
apparent places of stars; accordingly it has been adopted in the national
ephemerides, beginning with 1960. The day numbers, with A defined by (162),
are referred to the nearest beginning of the year, and can be used only for
—I < T < +\\ the calculation of C and D from the velocity of the Earth
relative to the coordinate system determined by the mean equinox and
equator at the nearest beginning of the year has the effect of first applying
aberration to the mean place at this epoch. The factors / and / ' defined by
(166) are known as second-order day numbers; an ephemeris of their values
for each year may be given in a very brief and convenient table, with date
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and right ascension as arguments. The apparent coordinates are obtained
from the mean place at the nearest beginning of the year by the formulas
a = a0 + τμα + Aa + Bb + Cc + Dd + E + /tan2<5,
à = ô0 + τμδ + Αα' + Bb' + Ce' + Dd' + J'tan δ.
Within the range of declination — 60° < ô < +60°, the maximum errors in
Δα cos δ and Δό when the entire second-order reduction is neglected cannot
exceed 0".008, and they increase to only 0/020 at declination ±81°; moreover, these maximum errors occur only within limited ranges of Λ, a, and τ.
Consequently, ephemerides of apparent places may be computed with the
standard first-order formulas, and accompanied by an ephemeris o f / and J'
from which the second-order correction may easily be obtained with sufficient
accuracy where necessary for any purpose.
When reductions for precession, nutation, and aberration to the second or
higher order are calculated from any formulas expressed in terms of day
numbers, the construction and application of these formulas must be in
accordance with the methods that have been used in computing the numerical
values of the day numbers. In order to use the day numbers introduced into
the national ephemerides in 1960, the formulas for the successive reductions
must be applied to the mean place at the nearest beginning of a year in the
order (1) aberration, (2) precession, (3) nutation, as in the derivation of (165).
The aberration day numbers referred to the equinox and equator of any
epoch t0 may be reduced to the equinox and equator of another epoch t by
applying corrections for the differences in the barycentric velocity components
of the Earth along the directions of the coordinate axes of the two different
reference systems. The reductions for transforming the coordinates of the
Earth are
Δχ = -ΔΧ
= +7sece 0 (/7 + AT),
= - Xcos €0(p + ΔΨ) + y tan €0 Δβ,
in which e0 is the obliquity at t0, p = (m cos €0 + n sin e0)(t — t0) is the
amount of general precession in longitude during t — r0, and ΔΨ and Δε
represent the change in nutation from t0 to /; differentiating gives
Δ χ 0 = +Ysec€0(p + /S}¥),
Δγ0 = - ^ c o s €0(p + ΔΨ) + y tan e0 Δβ,
where the factors of Y and X in Δχ and Δ>> are not differentiated, because
for determining C and D the velocities are referred to the fixed equinox and
equator of the adopted epoch. The corrections for reducing the day numbers
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from the coordinate system of t0 to the system of the epoch t are therefore
ΔΌ0 = Δ(Α0 cos H0)
= + C 0 sec €0(p + ΔΨ) arc 1",
AC0 = Δ(Α0 sinH0)
= - D 0 cos €0O + ΔΨ) arc 1" - C0 tan €0 Δβ arc Γ
= -D0(mA'

+ E) - D0/? cos €0 + A A tan €0,

Δ/0 = AC0 tan e0.
Gravitational Ephemerides of Apparent Positions and Their
Comparison with Observation

Precise ephemerides of the apparent positions of the Sun, Moon, and
principal planets, intended primarily for comparison with meridian observations, are obtained by applying corrections for planetary aberration to the
geometric positions computed from the gravitational theories, and referring
the corrected positions to the true equinox and equator of date.
An apparent ephemeris is immediately comparable with a meridian
observation corrected for refraction and geocentric parallax. However,
the short period terms of nutation formerly were not ordinarily included
in computing the fundamental ephemerides of the Sun, Moon, and planets.
Consequently, after the short period terms had been introduced into the
determination of clock corrections, the observed positions were not strictly
comparable with the ephemerides. In reducing observations, the neglect
of the inconsistency between tabular positions that do not include short
period terms, and observed positions derived from clock corrections that
are affected by the short period terms, or from nadirs, may result in significant
errors.
In meridian observations, where the apparent place is observed and
compared with a computed apparent place, the elliptic aberration in the
coordinates of the comparison stars is not involved. The elliptic aberration
introduces an error into the position obtained for a moving object only
when this position is determined by comparison with catalog mean places of
stars.
The ephemerides of the planets are constructed by combining the heliocentric coordinates of the planets with the geocentric coordinates of the Sun.
For this purpose, rectangular coordinates are used. The coordinates
ξ <= x + X, η = y + y, ζ = z + Z, formed from the rectangular equatorial
coordinates of the Sun (X, Y, Z), and the heliocentric rectangular equatorial
coordinates of a planet (*, y, z), all referred to the same equinox and equator,
give the right ascension and declination of the geometric position of the
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planet at the tabular time t. When planetary aberration is added to this
geometric ephemeris, an ephemeris of apparent positions at the tabular times
is obtained, referred to the same equinox and equator as the rectangular
coordinates. The apparent position in any coordinate at time t is the
geometric position at t diminished by the geocentric motion in this coordinate
during the light time At;
f = xt + Xt- A(x + X)
= {(Λ^ — Δ*) + Xt} + stellar aberration.
The coordinates obtained immediately from the tables of the Sun and
planets are the ecliptic polar coordinates referred to the mean equinox of
date. The equatorial rectangular coordinates referred to the mean equinox
and equator of date may be computed from these tabular coordinates and the
mean obliquity of date by (17). Frequently, however, the heliocentric
equatorial rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) of a planet are obtained directly
by numerical integration. In this case they are usually referred to a fixed
mean equinox and equator; and before they can be combined with the
solar coordinates {X, 7, Z) from the tables of the Sun, the two must be
reduced to the same epoch.
Astrometric Ephemerides

For the purpose of direct comparison with photographic positions that
are referred to catalog mean places of comparison stars, a form of ephemeris
called an astrometric ephemeris was introduced for Pluto in the American
Ephemeris for 1950, and for the four principal minor planets in 1960. It is
constructed by first computing from gravitational theory the equatorial
rectangular coordinates
ξ = χ + X,

η=γ+

Υ,

ζ = ζ + Ζ,

of the geometric position Q in space relative to the center of the Earth for
0h GCT of every day, referred to an adopted fixed mean equinox; then
adding the planetary aberration Aq to obtain the actual apparent position
P' at 0h, by means of adding to £, η, ζ, the equivalent increments (84),
Δ£ = - Δ ί — , e t c ,
where Δ* is the light time; and finally subtracting the stellar aberration (71),
by similarly adding to (|, 77, £) an equivalent linear displacement — /οΔΘ
with components Δχ£ = + X' At,. . . , which by (68) and the definitions of
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C, D, will be

Δ ^ = +PD sin 1",
Δ ^ = —pCsin 1",
Δ χ ζ = —pCtan esin Γ.
Computing the right ascension and declination from the corrected ξ, η, ζ
by the usual formulas gives the astrometric place.
For Pluto, e.g., the fictitious corrected coordinates are
ξx = ξ - 0.00072103/0 x (motion in ξ in 8 days) + Dp sin 1", etc.,
in which C and D are in seconds of arc.
The astrometric right ascension and declination are obtained from

Δχ2 = tf + Vl2 + &\
tan αχ = ητ[ξΐ9 cot ax = ξχΙηΐ9
sin <5Χ = ^/Δχ.
The true distance from the Earth is

the quantity Δ χ may be called the apparent distance.
The mean places of stars given in star catalogs would be obtained by
subtracting the stellar aberration from the apparent positions, referred to
the same mean equinox, in which the stars actually are seen. Therefore the
subtraction of aberration from the actual apparent geocentric position of the
planet makes the tabular right ascension and declination immediately
comparable with the catalog mean right ascension and declination of a
comparison star for the same equinox. Except for the geocentric parallax
of the planet, the astrometric place of the planet and the catalog place of the
star are in the same relative position as the images of the apparent positions
on a photographic plate, neglecting the distortion of the field due to the
variation of the stellar aberration over the area covered by the plate; with
three or more comparison stars, suitably distributed, the error from this
source is negligible. Since C and D take no account of elliptic aberration, the
astrometric position of the planet, like the catalog mean places of the stars,
includes this elliptic component of stellar aberration; whereas the astrographic place is completely free from all stellar aberration. The values of
C and D at the time the body is observed should be used.
Likewise, to compare the position of the Moon among the stars on a
photographic plate with the lunar ephemeris, stellar aberration must be
subtracted from the ephemeris position of the Moon if the observed position
is obtained from the catalog mean places of the stars. The stars appear on
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the plate in their apparent positions, as does also the Moon; and to make the
observed position of the Moon relative to the mean places of the stars the
same as relative to the apparent places of these stars, the stellar aberration
must either be added to the catalog mean star places or else subtracted from
the place of the Moon.
Astrographic Ephemerides

The astrographic ephemeris, introduced by E. C. Bower for Pluto, is constructed from the geometric solar coordinates X, Y, Z at the tabular time t,
and the rectangular coordinates x, y, z of the planet at a time t — Δ* antedating the tabular time by the amount of the light time, both referred to the
same fixed mean equinox. It therefore represents the position obtained by
completely removing stellar aberration (including the elliptic component)
from the apparent place, and reducing to an adopted fixed equinox; it
differs from the astrometric ephemeris in that the latter is affected by elliptic
aberration, whereas the astrographic ephemeris is free from all stellar
aberration.
An astrographic ephemeris is directly comparable with the observed
astrographic places obtained by the reduction of photographic positions
referred to the same fixed mean equinox and corrected for parallax and
elliptic aberration, by taking out the ephemeris position for the actual time of
observation.

